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First there is a
mountain…
A trek up Mount
Kilimanjaro for
Amnesty International

V12 Vantage:
Aston Martin’s most exhilarating
sports car

By Hayley Sullivan

•

Fastest and most agile Vantage ever; ultimate performance
interpretation of the Vantage range

•

Purposeful, striking and functional styling signalling
performance capabilities

•

Everyday usability associated with a modern Aston Martin

•

Race-derived technology used throughout

Aston Martin presented the most potent production sports car in the
marque’s 95-year history at the Geneva motor show. Based on the hugely
successful V8 Vantage, the V12 Vantage features a 6.0-litre V12 engine
producing 510 bhp (380 kW / 517 PS), and 570 Nm (420 lb ft) of torque
with a top speed of 190 mph (305 km/h) and 0-62 mph (0-100 kp/h) time
of 4.2 seconds.
The latest incarnation of the Vantage family has been designed to provide a
unique character, appealing to different driver tastes and complimenting the
other models in the Aston Martin line-up.
The original V12 Vantage concept was unveiled to guests at the opening of
the Aston Martin Design Studio in December 2007. Continuing the
marque’s impressive record of bringing concepts through to production,
Aston Martin engineers have brought the V12 Vantage to market in an
incredible 12 months.
Aston Martin Chief Executive Officer, Dr Ulrich Bez said:“This is the ultimate
performance interpretation of the Vantage range, combining our most agile
model with our most powerful engine. It represents the definitive driving
package; providing spectacular performance to ensure a dynamically thrilling
and everyday useable driving experience.
“TheV12Vantage has a unique character, one unlike our other cars.This will
appeal to different people with different tastes, allowing more people to
enjoy the Aston Martin experience.”

“This also illustrates one of Aston Martin’s key strengths – the ability to act
quickly and turn concepts and ideas into reality.”

The Challenge ... In My Great-Grandfather’s
Footsteps

Designed for the focussed driver, every component of the V12 Vantage has
been honed with pure driving enjoyment in mind. Benefitting from racedeveloped materials and components and featuring lightweight carbon fibre;
performance and agility have been tuned to perfection.

So, I came to the conclusion I needed to set myself a big
challenge. One which I would greatly enjoy achieving whilst
raising funds and awareness for a worthy cause in the
process. I love to walk the coastal cliff paths of Jersey, and so
the idea of doing a mountain trekking expedition started to
particularly appeal.

Visually enticing, the V12 Vantage expresses its performance potential
through its purposeful stance created by enhanced aerodynamic and cooling
aids optically widening the car, while retaining traditional understated Aston
Martin design. Equally inviting, the cosseting interior permits the driver to
extract maximum performance ability from the car while also enjoying
customary levels of Aston Martin comfort on longer journeys. High levels
of power and torque are available at all engine speeds making the V12
Vantage responsive and tractable in any driving situation.

Not so long ago I discovered that my Great-Grandfather,
Arthur Disbrowe Cotton OBE, a well known British
Botanist and Botanical author of his time, ascended Mount
Kilimanjaro in the 1920s. Not only that, but he also
discovered a new species of tree on the mountain, later
named S. Cottonii. My mind was then set. I would be proud
to follow in my Great-Grandfather’s footsteps all those
years ago and trek up that great mountain.

The V12 Vantage is built at Aston Martin’s global headquarters in Gaydon,
Warwickshire joining the DBS, DB9 and V8 Vantage model lines which are
built in the state-of-the-art production facility combining hi-tech
manufacturing processes with traditional hand-craftsmanship. Production
will be limited up to 1,000 examples over the life span of the car, making the
V12 Vantage a truly exclusive driver’s car.

Mount Kilimanjaro stands on the border of Tanzania and
Kenya and is in fact a volcano composed of three peaks:
Kibo (5,895m), Mawenzi (5,150m) and Shira (3,962m). It
will be Kibo that I'll be ascending.

Deliveries of the V12 Vantage are expected to commence during quarter
three 2009 with prices to be confirmed at the Geneva motor show.

From the bush and the farmlands on the lower levels,
Kilimanjaro rises up through lush rainforest, alpine meadow
and finally across a barren lunar landscape to the summit. So
I won't be forgetting my camera and an extra film or three!

For more details call:
Jacksons Jersey
T: (01534) 497777
Jacksons Guernsery T: (01481) 235441
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In the grand scheme of things, I feel very fortunate and
privileged. Fortunate enough to have been born and
brought up on our beautiful island of Jersey and privileged
to have received a good education and gone on to enjoy a
quality of life. I've always had a yearning for travel and
adventure and four years ago I joinedVirgin Atlantic Airways
as a member of their long haul cabin crew (or International
Air Hostess for those that prefer the glamorous term!). I've
spent a wonderful last few years living my dream, enjoying
travelling around the globe to some amazing destinations,
meeting new people, discovering new cultures and having a
go at exciting new activities and sports. But, I have felt that
I've still been missing something; a need to do something
really worthwhile and accomplish something great.
Particularly as my travels have also made me very much
aware of the need for basic human rights and the protection
of the weak and the vulnerable in certain societies.
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Towering almost 6,000 metres above sea level, Kilimanjaro
is the highest freestanding mountain in the world, and
known as the ‘roof of Africa"’ An extreme challenge for me
indeed.

My great adventure will take me to the remote north-eastern side of the
mountain following the Rongai Route, which benefits from fewer trekkers
and, unlike other routes, retains a true sense of wilderness.

to their own staff and they have a very low staff turnover and it is likely that
the European guides that will accompany you will have travelled with Across
the Divide all over the world and are well known for their enthusiasm and
reassuring presence.

I will be taking 7 days to acclimatise and reach the summit, which hopefully
will make for a quality Kilimanjaro experience, with the least chance of
difficulties from the altitude. I won't know how my body will adjust to that
until I get up there, so I have to hope I don't encounter the altitude sickness
I've read about. I really want to be in that 42% who make it all the way to
the top!

Across the Divide have a 'we can achieve' team mentality.They will provide
whatever you need, when you need it.Their reputation is the safest, most
thorough supplier of charity treks and challenges and they mean to keep it.
So, I’ll be in safe hands.

Amnesty International

Amnesty International need all the support and funding they can get.They
play a vital role in the world and with the power of communications and
speed of travel today, the other side of our planet is a fingertip away and we
must protect those in need however distant they appear on an atlas.

I have decided to raise funds through my trekking expedition for a charity
of which I am a member and strongly believe in and support, Amnesty
International, via the Jersey Group.
Amnesty International is a movement of ordinary people from across the
world standing up for humanity and human rights. Their purpose is to
protect individuals wherever justice, fairness, freedom and truth are denied.
In a nutshell,Amnesty has a simple belief in the collective power of individual
voices; a belief in the ability to change things; a belief that ‘it's better to light
a candle than curse the darkness’. And it works.
I have read a number of factual books and novels based on true events over
the past few years, involving wrongful imprisonment, the torture of innocent
men and women, human trafficking, prisoners of conscience, Iranian women
fighting for equality, and of teenage rape victims being sentenced to death
by stoning in Somalia and Jordan. It was reading some of these heartwrenching stories that made me more aware of the injustice in our world,
and make me feel even more strongly about supporting Amnesty
International.

Donations Please
My old friends at Innovate, where I worked before I joined Virgin Atlantic,
are helping me with the trip and they have been kind enough to give me this
space and I will be reporting back to you about my experience in a future
edition of this magazine.
And so, I appeal to your kind generosity to donate as much as you possibly
can, not to fund my travel and subsistence, but to provide funds directly for
Amnesty International. Every step I take will be for that cause.
Thank you.
You can pledge your donation at my web page:
www.justgiving.com/hayleysullivan

The Porsche
Panamera 4 Door
I feel so privileged to have been born in a democratic society. I have the
right to vote, and I have freedom of speech.These things so many of us take
for granted, but are not a given in so many other countries.
The company I will be trekking with is Across the Divide.They have been
running charity and corporate events for over 10 years, taking thousands
people and have helped to raise over £24 million for worthy causes.

Across The Divide
Across the Divide is an expedition company, not a charity holiday company.
This is what makes them so different. They treat all their events and
challenges as mini expeditions, with all the planning, equipment and staff in
place to take care of all of the worst-case scenarios that they can think of.
They work as a family unit. For example, they still use the same Moroccan
team that they did on their first expedition to Morocco eight years ago,
because they have grown, along with Across the Divide, to be one of the
most skilled, courteous and friendly teams in that country.The same applies

For those who want to
bring beauty to the road.

Because I am so often literally up in the air, please send your donation
cheque, made payable to ‘Amnesty International’, to me at:
Hayley Sullivan, A Mountain for Amnesty International, c/o Innovate,
Ingouville House, Ingouville Lane, St Helier, Jersey JE2 4SG
To find out more and join Amnesty International, visit: www.amnesty.org.uk
Your voice can make a difference in supporting human rights, visit:
www.protectthehuman.com
For exciting expeditions and challenges you can do, visit:
www.acrossthedivide.com
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Four doors. Four Seats. Eight Cylinders. Nothng terribly unique
so far.Then comes the thing that makes the Panamera different.
The thing that, after all, makes it a turbo. In its sportiness, the
new Panamera Turbo follows the familiar path of all Porsche
turbo models. But it offers something more. The Panamera is
also distinguished by its comprehensive standard equipment
and turbo-specific characteristics.The look.The wheels: 19-inch.
Panamera Turbo, Brake callipers: red of course. Two twin
Tailpipes: design-specific turbo. Four LED daytime running lights
in each headlight with separate direction indicators. One striking
feature is the two-piece extending rear spoiler.

A Spacious concept for
four passengers and luggage.

Four doors. Four Seats.
Four Uncompromised

Panamera S

Uncompromised Design
Until now, you could either have a 4-door car or a sports car.The Panamera
provides generous space for four passengers with luggage and has the
dynamic look of a Porsche at the same time.

Uncompromised Experience
The New Panamera redefines the four-door, four-seat concept. Our
approach is innovation rather than convention.

Uncompromised Functionality
Typically Porsche: every element fulfils function.There’s no room for frivolity
or experimenttion. Our desire was simply to turn the dream of a four-seat
Porsche into a reality. Nothing else would do.

Venice

Uncompromised Personality

Granted, you could drive a sport saloon. Or a sporty estate car.
Alternitively, you could also drive a four-seater Porsche.The new
Panamera S, for example. It fits in this class, no question. But it
stands head and shoulders above the crowd of premium-class
vehicles. Or perhaps that’s exactly why it stands out. The fact
that this is a sprty car goes without saying. After all, it has the
Porsche logo. And the S. Who would have thought that this
class of car still had room for something so different?

The Panamera offers a spacious interior with the athletic lines of a sportscar.
Its body low and wide. Breathtaking as its performance. And the level of
comfort it offers - despite all its sportiness - is high.
Typical Porsche features such as performance and driving dynamics together
with long-distance driving comfort and everyday usability ensure that the
Panamera is faithful to its roots: After all, its name is derived from the
Carrera Panamericana, the legendary long distance race.

As for performance, the new Panamera S has a 4.8-litre V8
natuarally aspirated engine. It delivers 294 KW (400hp) and
500 n=Nm of torque. A six-speed manual transmission
transfers power to the rear axle. Steel spring suspension with
Porsche Active Suspension Management (PASM) is standard.
Four doors, but a classic sports car.

The aim in designing the front end of the new Panamera was to avoid an
aggressive look. At the same time, though, the front end did need to
communicate the sportiness, dynamism and performance.
From the grill to the taillights - everything had to identify the vehicle as a
Porsche. This represented a particular challenge in the design of the rear
end, since this was a completely new concept for this vehicle segment.

We are one of the small minority who refuse to be confined by convention,
always remaining true to ourselves and open to new possibilities. We have
redifined the premium class to create what we refer to as “dynamic luxury”.
The inspiration behind the new panamera models.

The greatest challenge in the design of the new Panamera: combining ample
space for four people and their luggage with the dynamic look of a sports
car.

4 doors. 4 seats. a sportscar for four - with no compromises. That is our
innovation.

The Panamera Turbo

The Panamera 4S
Your lifestyle requires a vehicle that fulfils a purpose. But your
heart yearns for a sportscar. It will come as no suprise that
Porsche has a solution to this apparent contradiction.: the new
Panamera 4S. A four-seater with all-wheel drive, driving
dynamics and performance figures that would be a credit to
many two-seater sportscars.

…. Bellissima Venezia

The canals give the city light and life; calm tidal waterways weave their way
through the multitude of islands. The crumbling facades of once lucrative
warehouses and majestic residences line the canals. Glittering domes top the
churches and cathedrals and the many architecturally impressive theatres vibrate
to the sound of music throughout the year. Venice opens like a flower in full
bloom, revealing its beauty and also its hidden secrets. There is constant
movement, undulating reflections on the water, as buildings and people pass by.
You glide through sunlight and shade, under the arch of an ancient bridge and
out again. Boats teem in the larger canals, laundry flaps high above.You drift by
sun-drenched stone facades, cascading red and purple begonias in blue window
boxes, fat cats lazily sunning themselves on stone steps, all accompanied by the
wonderful aromas of cooking and the sounds of conversation and music drifting
down from arched windows and then the Grand Canal itself opens out in all its
glorious splendour.

This is a city of contrasts, where decay sits alongside opulence and water reigns
supreme. A sign outside a church declares “Beware of Falling Angels”, a warning
of the crumbling masonry above, but also perhaps a testament of the city’s past,

was a senior citizen, older than 70.The Doge's powers were limited. He could
not make any decisions without the Councillors of the city’s six sestieri. He could
not leave Venice unless he was accompanied by at least two Councillors. The
actions of the Doge were controlled by the Seignori, which consisted of the six
Councillors, the three heads of the supreme tribunal and the Doge himself.
Moreover the Doge had to pay for all official festivities, for any restoration work
done in the Palace and often had to pay for military operations. During its entire
independent republican state, there were 120 Doges, each being elected for life.
The last doge was Ludovico Manin, who abdicated on May 12th 1797.

for here, in the age of masked carnivals and the courtesan, hedonism reigned
when, in Casanova’s time, the air was filled with intrigue and riddles.

Beware of Falling Angels
Venice was one of the most enduring mercantile sea powers for a thousand
years.Today that has all faded but yet it remains achingly beautiful and completely
unique. Marcel Proust once said of Venice,“When I went to Venice, I discovered
that my dream had become, incredibly but quite simply, my address”.
Yet the origin of Venice was anything but idyllic. Pursued by the Huns, the first
settlers reached land’s end here some 3,000 years ago, at a mosquito ridden,
barren, godforsaken expanse of marshland which, they hoped, the Huns would
not seek to claim.They were right.They called this wasteland Vèneto, meaning
noble or shining. It was their last resort.

From Treasure Island to Bonaparte’s Plunder
The Crusades, between the 11th and 13th centuries, brought further wealth as
the city was the last and first safe haven and many priceless works of art found
their final resting place here, such as the famous four bronze horses, now in St
Mark’s Museum, with replicas prancing proud outside the Basilica. The Polos’
journeys to the Orient, most notably by Marco Polo, also took place from here
in the 13th century.

Protected from the hinterland, on the fringe of the Byzantine empire, and a safe
harbour for East-West trade,Venice flourished as a trading, shipping and cultural
centre and became an autonomous self-governing republic, the Serenissima
Republica, by the 8th century, headed by the Doge, the first being Orso Ipato
in 726. Further prosperity followed in the 9th century. Saint Mark’s Square, the
Doge’s Palace and the original Basilica of St Mark were all commissioned,
designed and built in that era.

The age of indulgence arrived in the 18th century, with Carnival, originally
celebrated from December 26th to Shrove Tuesday, Mardi Gras. Three whole
months of partying!

But everything changed in 1797 when Napoleon came, saw and conquered. But
within nine months he sold the Venetian territories to the Austrians. The
Hapsburgs then separated the territories and to this day, Bergamo, Brescia and
Istria live apart from Venice. Napoleon returned in 1806, as emperor and ruled
for eight more arduous years during which theVenetians were heavily taxed and
masses were drafted into the French army.The city’s artistic heritage suffered a
similar fate. Many priceless masterpieces accumulated over a thousand years
were looted and repatriated in France, including the four horses, although these
were later returned by the French government.The Austrians returned to rule
in 1815.The Venetians attempted a revolution in 1848 and then finally the city
was liberated in 1860 by Guiseppe Garibaldi and became part of Italy, a new
country, in 1866.

This is the relaunch of BMW's successful
Roadster in modern and authentic style. The
new BMW Z4 offers a unique driving
experience combining outstanding pleasure
with supreme sportiness.
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•The First BMW Roadster with a retractable hardtop.The new model is the successor to both
the BMW Z4 Roadster and the BMW Z4 Coupé.
• New extra-long front lid, large wheel arches, long wheelbase and small overhangs.
Unmistakable look with a low-slung front end, a striking shoulder line and the rear end
accentuating the sheer width of the car.The engine compartment lid extending beyond
the wheel arches, the large BMW kidney grille, intake gills at the side, black A-pillars,
the contoured roof and rear lights in innovative light technology set characteristic
highlights.

• Driving comfort and the feeling of space in the new BMW Z4
achieve a standard quite unique in this segment. Head and elbow
room as well as the degree of comfort in entering the car have
been significantly enhanced over the former model. The low
position near the rear axle guarantees the driving
s
Upgrading/Replacing Systemseating
JET Communications

experience typical of a BMW Roadster. High-quality
With today's ever-changing and demanding technology it is difficult
materials, first-class quality of finish and driver-oriented
to have a system and not perform upgrades. JET Communications are
design of both the instrument panel and the centre
happy to announce to all Avaya, SpliceCom, Ericsson and Samsung
experience
in a
console guarantee an emotional driving
Solutions
Business
customers that their systems are very easily upgradeable allowing your
particularly refined ambience.
initial investment to be kept up to the very latest software available.
Hospitality Solutions

services

When looking at installing a new telephone system platform, it is highly
important to know that you have a service provider as well as the physical
hardware itself. This is why JET Communications have ensured that a 24 hour
roster is kept to alleviate any unwanted problems.
JET Communications are not just available from 8.30am to 5pm. They are
available 24 hours a day 365 days a year, to ensure their clients receive the
highest standards of service possible with reference to their telephony
requirements.They have ensured that an emergency number is allocated to
all of their clients.Your call will be forwarded quickly and efficiently to any of
the engineers on the stand-by roster.

As a competitor in historically, monopoly-driven
markets, JET Communications work extremely hard
to lower pricing within their jurisdiction without
compromising technology, JET Communications are
leading the way, with numerous installations in
operation. Be it traditional telephony or IP telephony,
JET have the knowledge and expertise to advise on
any future installations you may be considering, either
residential or commercial business.
Before any equipment or service is implemented
experts from JET Communications will first assess
your existing telephony system. After careful analysis
and advice, they will recommend the system and
equipment that would be most suitable for your
business, providing your company with the latest
communication technology and where possible
reducing running costs and providing increased
productivity.

Jacksons Voice Networ k
The Jacksons group in both Jersey and Guernsey
purchased and installed the Avaya IP Office with an
alternative vendor, JET Communications were called
in to alter the configuration of the solution and in
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IT Ser vices
JET Communications offer IT Services as well as
normal telephony services, their IT support is at a
basic level, should the installation involve complex
network topologies then JET work with an on-island
IT solutions provider to deliver such services. JET
Communications are also an authorised reseller for
Draytek as well as Netgear, further bolstering the
technology available to clients.

Installation and Demonstration
JET Communications not only provide a wide range of
communication solutions but also all the necessary
equipment.There is no need to find equipment from
another source. JET Communications will also provide
all the equipment according to your requirements and
budget. All products purchased from JET
Communications will not only be delivered installed
but will also be demonstrated. This not only ensures
that the product is working correctly but that the
client can make the best possible use of the product’s
main and not so obvious features.

This ensures that none of their clients in Jersey, Guernsey & Isle of Man
need ever be left without service as a result of any fault occurring on
their telephony services. This is not dependent to any maintenance
agreement, this is available to every customer.
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So before you take the plunge, speak to JET Communications, who
shall not only deliver a competitive quotation, but coupled with
professional after sales service, 24 hours - 365 days a year callout and world leading technology. JET Communications has
been the preferred solution since 1997.

• First use of the BMW iDrive control system in the BMW
Roadster. In conjunction with the optional Professional
navigation system the new generation of BMW iDrive
comprises an ergonomically optimised Controller for the
selection and control of functions by turning, pressing and
tipping the Controller, function buttons on the Controller for
direct menu entry, freely programmable favourite buttons for
even easier operation, as well as a folding 8.8-inch display with
high-resolution graphic presentation and an optimised menu
structure. Enhanced navigation system with an even wider
range of functions in entering destinations, planning trips and
presenting maps. Optional audio system with hard disc
memory. Unrestricted use of the internet in the car as an
option in conjunction with the Professional navigation system.
• Introduction of the new BMW Z4 with a choice of three
straight-six power units ranging in output from 150 kW/204 hp
to 225 kW/306 hp. All versions offering an optimum
combination of acceleration and fuel economy in their
respective class. BMW EfficientDynamics featured as standard
with specific highlights tailored to each model: variable
VALVETRONIC valve management or, respectively, High
Precision Injection direct petrol injection technology, Brake
Energy Regeneration, on-demand management of ancillary
units, map-controlled oil pump, gearshift point indicator, allaluminium or, respectively, composite magnesium/aluminium
crankcase, optimised aerodynamics, intelligent lightweight
technology, tyres with reduced roll resistance. All engine
variants fulfil the future EU 5 emission standard.
• Seven-speed sports automatic with double clutch as an
option on the BMW Z4 sDrive35i. Shifting gears without the
slightest interruption of traction, the transmission provides a
unique combination of the extra comfort of a BMW automatic

within theSolutions
• Wide range of storage optionsCordless
Should you have an alternative system to passenger
any of the compartment
above then JET
including Call
a spacious
Centre Solutions
Communications are happy to provide you with
a cost effective
upgrade
storage compartment
behind the
crosswise
or an altogether replacement system to allow you
to share
benefitsstorage
that
VoiceandRecording
seats.
The the
optional
package
all of our customers are already sharing.
bag for
through-loading including a transportVoicemail
bulky items of luggage such as skis or a golf
Structured Cabling
bag
ensure
even
greater
variability.
24 hour Call Out

doing so took over the existing support for the entire
group. Now Jacksons are able to make the most of
their initial investment in the Avaya IP Office solution
and in addition are receiving 24/7/365 day support.
JET Communications have ensured the service backs
up the solution in every respect.

For more details call:
T: (01534) 497777
Jacksons Jersey
Jacksons Guernsery T: (01481) 235441
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It was remarkable to take in all this history of turmoil and also to realise that the
city was not bombed once during the Second World War, seemingly the Allies
and the Axis both understanding the need to preserve its unique heritage.

• Two-piece electrohydraulically retractable hardtop in lightweight aluminium
shell construction. The hardtop opens and closes fully automatically in each
case within 20 seconds, the roof elements coming to rest in the roof
compartment to give the car a low-slung rear-end design reflecting the
traditional proportions of a roadster as well as a large luggage
compartment ranging in capacity from 180-310 litres (6.3-10.9 cu ft).The
high-quality interior lining finished in an extra-light colour as well as large
windows including the heated glass window at the rear ensure an
exclusive ambience and optimised all-round visibility.

JET Communications was established in Jersey in 1997,
in Guernsey in 1999 and in the Isle of Man in 2003,
implementing platforms from world leaders such as
Avaya, Ericsson, SpliceCom and Samsung.This has not
only provided the market with advanced technology
and services but has also moved the business into
different geographical market places providing their
client base with total transparency.

Beautifully Streamlined

Giacomo Casanova was born in Venice in 1725. His wrote of his life as an
irresistible seducer and lover in his autobiography 'Memorie di Giacomo
Casanova'. But, he was not the only hedonist. This was the era when Venice

The Doge represented the unity of the Republic. He was elected for life by the
Grand Council, chosen from among the greatest Venetian families and usually
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The 4.8 litre V8 cylinder naturally aspirated engine of the new
Panamera 4S 294 KW (400hp) and 500 nM of torque is fitted
as standard.The seven-speed Porsche Doppelkupplung (PDK)
enables smooth gear changes without significant interruption
in traction and transfers the power to the active all-wheel drive
PorscheTraction management (PTM), which is also standard via
an electronically controlled multiple-plate clutch, the drive force
is distributed between the front and the rear axles - depending
on the driving conditions. For optimum traction and vehicle
stability.

Audi Q5

dripped wealth and fashion. Masked balls led to anonymous liaisons. Mosche,
literally meaning a fly, but actually a false beauty spot, was worn by both men and
women as silent messages, depending where they were placed on the wearer’s
face, to an understood code.

BMW Z4

There is no better way to see Venice than by gondola, flat-bottomed to float in
shallow water, keel curving to the right to counterbalance the gondolier’s single
oar. At its height, the gondola had a removable cabin, felse, for use in the winter
or at night, to protect passengers from the cold … and from prying eyes. It
came with a door and sliding windows withVenetian blinds and curtains, a mirror
and a charcoal burner.

Bi-Xenon headlights.
Hallmark Porsche.

You will recognise the exterior of the new Panamera 4S by the
logo on the rear and the side air intakes with titanium-coloured
double vents on the front apron.The fins on the black, diffuserlook rear apron are also typical Porsche.The 18-inch Panamera
S wheels and silver-coloured brake calipers are also standard.

Payphones
Full Range of Headsets
UPS Systems (Uninterrupted Power Supply)
Disaster Recovery Systems
Call Logging Packages
Video/Audio Conferencing
Customer Relationship Management
Inter-Island Connectivity
Total Market Experience and Understanding
Expertise with Leading Edge Technology
Online Shopping Store
Broadband Distribution
GSM Gateway Solutions
Consultancy

transmission with maximum dynamism and performance.
Acceleration and fuel economy improved once again over the
manual gearbox models. Six-speed sports automatic with
optimised gearshift dynamics, direct connection to the engine
and minimised converter slip available as an option on the
BMW Z4 sDrive30i and BMW Z4 sDrive23i. All sports
automatic transmissions with gearshift paddles on the steering
wheel.
• Outstanding driving dynamics thanks to harmonious axle
load distribution, rear-wheel drive and lightweight aluminium
suspension with a double-joint tiebar front axle and centrally
guided rear axle. Electromechanical power steering, highperformance brakes, latest generation of DSC Dynamic
Stability Control. Dynamic Drive Control featured as standard
allows the driver to set up the car in three stages at the touch
of a button. Dynamic Driving Control acts on the gas pedal
control map, engine management, DSC response, the power
steering control map, the dynamic gearshift on the optional
sports automatic transmission and, on cars fitted with the
optional, Adaptive M Suspension, the control map for
electronic damper adjustment.
• Comprehensive safety concept with extremely stiff body
structures, defined load paths, specific use of high-strength steel
and special deformation elements, head/thorax airbags
integrated at the front and at the side in the seat backrests,
three-point inertia-reel seat belts with new belt tightening
technology, massively reinforced A-pillars and roll bars behind
the headrests, runflat tyres and aTyre Defect Indicator fitted as
standard, dual headlights with bi-xenon light technology
likewise featured as standard equipment.

Great Britain Great

You could call the new Audi Q5 an SUV. But if it doesn’t look like an ordinary SUV,
that’s because it isn’t. Our designers chose not to follow convention, enabling them
to produce something rather special: a beautifully streamlined vehicle that combines
space and comfort with the driving dynamics of a coupé. It’s only by driving the Audi
Q5 that you can truly appreciate why it’s like no other car in its class.

Exclusive and functional: the interior
Soft cloth or, as an option, leather dominate inside the Audi Q5.There is above all
plenty of space. The rear seat backs can be folded down from the luggage
compartment using the remote release mechanism.

Spacious luggage compartment
The cargo area of the Audi Q5 holds a generous 540 litres of luggage.The low sill
height of just 693 mm makes loading the vehicle extremely easy. A loading width
of 1,050 mm is also a practical feature.
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Innovative suspension
The Audi Q5’s suspension, with its five-link front axle and trapezoidal-link rear axle,
delivers an agile drive. Both enable a rapid build-up of forces, thus ensuring
outstanding straight running, good ride comfort and excellent directional stability.

Intelligent ESP
The latest generation of Electronic Stability Programme offers intelligent technical
assistance: a new sensor system detects whether the standard roof cross-members
are attached.The system then adapts to take account of the higher centre of gravity
caused by the load.

Individual vehicle characteristics
The optional Audi Drive Select system changes the vehicle characteristics from
comfortable to dynamic and back again at the press of a button via three basic
modes. In conjunction with the damper control and/or dynamic steering available
as optional extras, Audi Drive Select lets you drive ju--st the way you want.

THE 29th OLYMPIC
GAMES, BEIJING 2008
“One World,
One Dream"
Who says that you need multiple devices for multiple vehicle functions? The wide
range of infotainment equipment features for the new Audi Q5 integrate seamlessly
and in a user-friendly way, for top entertainment and information wherever you
are.

drive (audio/video), two SD card readers (MP3 and WMA files) and AUX-in
connection.Your directory with up to 2,000 entries can now also be managed easily.
And various external media, such as an iPhone or a USB hard disk, can be connected
up to the MMI via the optional Audi music interface.

Audio systems

Sound systems

The Audi Q5 is fitted as standard with the chorus radio including single CD player.
The optional Concert or Symphony audio systems provide diverse listening
pleasure: radio, CD player and SD card readers are extremely simple to control.
With AUX-in or the optionally available Audi music interface, you can also listen to
music from your ipod or a USB medium. And, with the optionally available mobile
phone preparation, you can connect your mobile phone conveniently via Bluetooth.

The audio system’s sound is equally impressive. Regardless of which system you
choose, the Audi Q5 is equipped with eight powerful speakers.The optional Audi
Sound System features optional ten speakers, including centre speaker, subwoofer
and amplifier. And for absolute music fanatics, the Bang & Olufsen Sound System.
This plays music in surround sound from 14 speakers, including centre speaker,
subwoofer and a 505-watt amplifier.

Multi Media Interface (MMI)

For more details call:
Jacksons Jersey
T: (01534) 497777
Jacksons Guernsery T: (01481) 235441

Optional MMI offers even more functions. Satellite navigation plus with 3D map
display offers access to the various integrated audio sources such as hard disk, DVD
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JET Communications
The Powerhouse
Queens Road
St Helier
Jersey
JE4 8NY

JET Communications
The Weighbridge
No 1 Northside
Vale
Guernsey
GY3 5TR

Tel: 01534 634734
Fax: 01534 875589

Tel: 01481 242345
Fax: 01481 242142

The Beijing 2008 Olympic Games was truly a people’s event,
and Great Britain’s best achievement in the modern era, 4th
place overall, with 19 gold medals, 13 silver and 15 bronze, a
haul of 47 medals in total, including now knighted, Sir Chris
Hoy’s' trio of gold medals in the cycling events and Rebecca
Adlington’s golden brace in the swimming.
The Bird’s Nest stadium, capacity 91,000, is an awesome
construction, both outside and in, with the Olympic Flame
towering above the sweeping cantilevered roof.The twig-like
structural elements and the bowl-shaped roof are the
masterpiece of the project, yet they posed great challenges
for technicians and workers to make the building stand on its
own feet. The total cost exceeded US$420 million. By
comparison, the new Wembley Stadium cost almost £800
million! Despite its name, the Bird’s Nest was designed by
Swiss architects Herzog & de Meuron.
From the stunning Opening to the Closing Ceremonies, with
casts literally of thousands, here and at other stadia great
sporting dramas unfolded. New stars were born and stars
from past Games amazed us again.We shared their joys and
their tears and we marvelled at their ability. We will long
remember the achievements we witnessed in Beijing.

Bolt & Phelps
Who will ever forget Usain ‘Lightning’ Bolt of Jamaica, the
shining star of 10 days of Athletics competition that produced
five World records and 16 Olympic records? Bolt arrived at
the Games having lowered the 100 metres world record to
9.72 seconds in May. He did not disappoint, winning both the
100 metres and 200 metres in astonishing world record runs
of 9.69 and 19.30, even allowing him time to thump his chest
in triumph as he crossed the finishing line. Jamaica's near-total
domination of the sprints was underlined in the Men's 4 x
100 metres Relay. The team, featuring Bolt on the third leg
and former world-record holder Asafa Powell on the anchor,
raced home with a new world record of 37.10 seconds.
And who will ever forget the amazing Michael Phelps who
owned the swimming pool with an astonishing eight gold
medal performance. And all but his 100 metres Butterfly
victory were accompanied by a world record. His
performances even surpassed the great Mark Spitz's Munich
1972 Olympic Games seven gold medals.
We took in as many venues and events as we could. The
beach volleyball in the sunshine was particularly enjoyable.
And at each venue, the Fuwa, the mascots of the Games,
jumped and jiggled in their bright overstuffed cartoon-like
outfits, bringing smiles and laughter to the audiences.

Email: jet@jetcommunications.com

To see a full range of products available from JET
Communications, visit www.jetcommunications.com
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The Launch of TradeWind House
THE KEY TO FINDING YOUR NEW CAR!
Innovate was delighted to be appointed the event
coordinator by Cushman & Wakefield Healey & Baker for
the Open Viewing of TradeWind House 22 the Esplanade.
Innovate was asked to coordinate and oversee the entire
event. This included the design and printing of the
Invitation, food and drink, music, decoration, and prize
draw display.

TOYOTA AURIS HYBRID CROWNED
WHATGREENCAR CAR OF THE YEAR
The new Toyota Auris Hybrid officially went on sale
recently and instantly scooped its first award, being
named the WhatGreenCar Car of the Year 2010.
The British-built Auris Hybrid was chosen from a shortlist of 10 green car finalists which were test-driven by
six of the UK’s leading green transport and
environmental experts. The judging was completely
independent and showcased the most innovative green
new cars available to buy in the UK during 2010.
On behalf of the judging panel, Dr Ben Lane, Managing
Editor of WhatGreenCar said: "The judges were
particularly impressed by Toyota’s Auris Hybrid; the

latest in their developing hybrid range and, most
significantly, the first hybrid in the 'small family' class.
Cheaper and smaller than the Prius, the new Auris
Hybrid will allow significantly more car buyers to join
the ‘hybrid owners’ club. In addition to the car’s superior
drive and state-of-the-art driver control options, the
judges also noted its ‘normal’ looks, in contrast to the
more futuristic Prius; and a sign that hybrid technology
is now becoming mainstream."
Auris Hybrid returns a class-leading official fuel
consumption figure of 74.3mpg and tax-efficient CO2
emissions from just 89g/km, a level unmatched by any
other car in its segment. In addition, NOX emissions

are significantly lower than those of diesel cars of
comparable performance.
The benefits of the Auris Hybrid’s Hybrid Synergy Drive
powertrain go beyond exceptional fuel economy and
low CO2 emissions: it is user-friendly and delivers a
quiet, comfortable and stress-free drive unlike anything
else in the C-segment.
Toyota is committed to quality and have introduced a 5
year waranty on all their new cars.
To test drive the Auris Hybrid call Freelance,
Longueville, St Saviour. on Tel: 01534 703366

Car listings from: Bagot Road Garage - Beaumont Car Sales - Freelance - Jacksons
Jersey Camper Hire - Motor Mall - Bouley Bay Hill Climb Event - Toyota Auris Hybrid

Win £200 worth of fuel with Doubleday Garage
Searching for Cars,Vans, Motorbikes? It’s all here!
www.acceleratemagazine.je
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Six records broken at the
LC Pallot/Sealey Tools National Hill Climb
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We can’t tell you how long summer will last.
But you’ve only got a few weeks to make the
most of it.
The New Wind Roadster and New Mégane Coupé-Cabriolet, available
with 0%

APR typical. Test-drive one in July for your chance to win

one of hundreds of prizes including an all expenses paid road trip.*

www.renault.co.uk/vivelesummer

The 2010 L C Pallot /Sealy Tools National Hill Climb will
long be remembered as a day which topped all
superlatives. Six records broken including the outright
record being lowered three times, first competitor to
break the 37 second barrier and to top it all local racing
driver, Jason Mourant qualified to race in the national top
twelve run- off for the second year in a row. And the
torrential rain forecast never arrived!
The two run-offs, being rounds 18 and 19 of the
Nicholson McLaren National championship, were the
highlight of the day’s racing.
In round 18 local driver, Jason Mourant, qualified to take
part in the run-off alongside 11 of the top UK drivers with
a 40.96 second run. The run-off itself saw an amazing
sequence of record breaking runs. First to lower Trevor
Willis’s outright record of 38.25 seconds was current
Champion Scott Moran with a stunning run of 38.15.
Surely no one was going to beat this? However current
championship leader, Martin Groves, had other ideas and
pulled out an amazingly fast run of 37.89 seconds,
shattering the 37 second barrier for the first time. The
pressure was now really on the old record holder, Trevor
Willis. Could he better Groves and Moran’s times? Surely
not….. Even though he was up on Groves at every split
time another record breaking run could not be possible
..could it? Well the clock does not lie and Willis grabbed
his record back with a 37.88 second run and with it the
win in round 18.

By the time round 19 got under way the heat of the day
had slipped away a little and none of the top 12 runners
could get out of the high 38 second mark, that is until the
last man up, Roger Groves, pulled out all the stops with
yet another sub 38 second time of 37.94 to take the
round and extend his lead at the top of the championship.

The official fuel consumption figures in mpg (l/100km) for the Wind Roadster are: Urban 37.2 (7.6), Extra Urban 57.6 (4.9), Combined 47.9 (5.9). The official CO2 emission figure is
139g/km and for the Mégane Coupé-Cabriolet Dynamique TomTom TCe 130 range are: Urban 46.3 (6.1), Extra Urban 64.2 (4.4), Combined 56.5 (5.0). The official CO 2 emissions
range from 130g/km. Finance is subject to status. A guarantor may be required. You must be at least 18 and a UK resident to apply for finance. Finance provided by RCI Financial Services Ltd, P.O. Box 493, Watford WD17 1FJ. This offer applies to vehicles
ordered by 30 September 2010 and is available to retail customers only. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers and is correct at time of going to press. *This promotion is open to 18 year olds or over, who possess a full, clean driving licence,
who are resident within the United Kingdom, Channel Islands or Isle of Man with the exception of employees (and their families) of Renault UK Ltd, their suppliers, agents, third parties, employees of authorised Renault Dealerships or anyone professionally connected
with this promotion. This promotion closes on 31 July 2010. Promoter: Renault UK Ltd., The Rivers Office Park, Denham Way, Maple Cross, Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire WD3 9YS. For full Terms & Conditions visit www.renault.co.uk/vivelesummer.

Trevor Willis had to make do with second and Roger
Moran third, knocking son Scott into fourth.
Outside of the National Championship run-off four other
records were broken in the main LC Pallot/Sealy Tools
Hill Climb.
Eynon Price in his Force PC racing car lowered the 1981
1600cc racing car class record to 38.96 seconds.
Nigel Ozanne (Guernsey) clipped another half second off
his own Sports Libre record in his Mallock MK18.
Similarly Kevin Rault, in his spectacular V8 Dutton,
clipped 4 tenths off his Historic Car record.
Not to be outdone, Olli Du Feu knocked another second
off his own Quad Unlimited record of 46.66 whilst keeping
the large crowd entertained with some very spectacular
power slides!
Andy Simpson, on his Ducatti 1098R, was the only
Motorcycle rider to claim a record with a 45.56 time which
lowered his own Motorcycle Unlimited record by a tenth.

AUDI TT
CABRIOLET 2.0
VW EOS 2.0 TFI
CABRIOLET 2007
Metallic Black, 11,000 miles,
one owner

£18,995

AUDI RS4 2007
MASERATI QUATTROPORTE
SPORT GT 2007

BMW 320i M-Sport 2007

Metallic Blue, Fully Loaded

Cabriolet, Metallic Blue, Beige
Leather, 29,000 miles, Stunning

£43,995

£23,995

White, FSH, 2008,
13,000 Miles, As New

Metallic Grey, Sat Nav, FSH,
Stunning

£24,995

£34,995

Best non-record breaking battle of the day was between
Oliver Holmes and Lee Le Feuvre in the 350 to 500cc
bike class. In a reversal of Liberation Day, Lee was the
winner with a time of 43.97 seconds which was very
close to the class record.
L.C. Pallot erected a marquee from where 70 invited
guests watched the event and enjoyed refreshments.
This was a thank you for their support throughout the
year. Robert Sealey and Steve Pallot presented the
trophies
The club would like to thank Normandy Rescue and St
Johns Ambulance as well as the residents of Bouley Bay.

PORSCHE
SMART PASSION
VW GOLF 4
AUDI A3
BOXTER S
COUPE 2006
Mercedes-Benz
MOTION 2.0 TDi
BMW X3 3.0
Mini One
SPORTBACK
LANDROVER
2004, metallic
M Class 280
Silver,
Metallic Silver,
Auto Sport 2004 Cabriolet 2007
Black, Black
1.6SE 2006
FREELANDER 2TDI
Air - Conditioning,
CDi SE 2007
2005, A/C, CD,
Metallic Blue,
Metallic Black,
leather Trim,
Metallic Silver,
Automatic, 2007,
Alloys
Diesel, Automatic, Electric Windows,
16,000 miles, Diesel, Sat/Nav, Electric
Climate Control,
Climate Control, CD, Beige Leather
Metallic Silver, Grey Alloy Wheels, One
£4,995
Full Service
FSH, 1 owner,
One Owner
Glass Roof, 13,000
£13,995
Leather
Owner, FSH,
History, Pristine
as new
Miles, Full Service
£10,995
Stunning
£21,995
History, Metallic Black,
£16,995
£10,995
£11,995
Stunning

AUDI AVANT A4
S-LINE 2.0 Tdi
Metallic Grey,
2006, Climate
Control, Alloy
Wheels, Roof
Bars, 23,000
Miles, One
Owner, As New

£16,995

£19,995

PLEASE CALL 601837 FOR MORE DETAIL - CARS WANTED FOR CASH - MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9am - 6pm

Searching for Cars,Vans, Motorbikes? It’s all here!
www.acceleratemagazine.je

Searching for Cars,Vans, Motorbikes? It’s all here!
www.acceleratemagazine.je

All guests were invited to try their puzzle piece in the
TradeWind House picture. Prizes were a trip to Venice, a
weekend at Longueville Manor and a case of champagne.

Dead end To Dead Modern?
Abbatoir To Ivory Towers?
Animal Despatch To Animal Attraction?

After what must seem as an eternity to those who have lived in Jersey
for the last thirty years and have witnessed the debacle, the former
Abbatoir site, now known as Liberty Wharf, has been substantially
redeveloped and is nearing completion. This has come about after many
years of delay, political infighting and in no small part due to the robust,
visionary and positive approach adopted by the developer Islands
Development Limited who are a wholly owned subsidiary of Harcourt,
the chosen developer of the adjoining site known as Esplanade Quarter.
They have effectively rescued the previously nominated developer for
Liberty Wharf and have since driven forward the scheme against all odds
to provide an end product which is generally and genuinely admired.

Transportation, Aparthotel and Offices
This new building fronting onto the Esplanade occupies what was once
the old station yard and now comprises the modern purpose built
transportation hub, “Liberation Station”, which despite many preconstruction misgivings has been lauded by the Jersey public and tourists
alike. Above the Transportation Centre is a floor of contemporary office
space which is due for completion imminently and above that the new
Bridge Street Aparthotel which has been extremely popular and
frequently over subscribed.

Tourism Office
States of Jersey Tourism were one of the first occupiers of the Liberty
Wharf scheme having taken occupation of their bespoke offices last year.
Although the design is not to everyone’s taste and its location is a major
talking point there is no doubt that this is a very functional building and
one which would attract a plethora of other users eager to occupy
something out of the ordinary. The views from the top floor are
tremendous – some would say too good for a government department!

Liberation House
Liberation House is widely regarded as one of the most attractive office
buildings to be built in recent years occupying an imposing position at the
gateway to St Helier. The classy stone clad structure features high levels
of natural daylight, superb quality specification and basement parking. The
three occupiers, Computer Patent Annuities, Ernst & Young and Moore
Management have all invested considerable sums in their respective high
quality fit outs, setting a new standard in office environments thereby
throwing the gauntlet down to their competitors. This is one of Jersey’s
most desirable business addresses.
Phase 4 Offices
Adjoining Liberation House is Liberty Wharf Phase 4, a building still to be
formally named, which has attracted a pre-letting to one of the Island’s
premier accountancy firms. The wraps are now coming off the building
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as it nears completion and it is anticipated that following an internal fit
out programme the tenant will move in prior to the year end. The
adjoining central courtyard or piazza area plans are about to come to
fruition with the construction of a designer glazed pod that will be home
to one of the Island’s latest coffee emporiums. The piazza area, once
finished, will be attractively landscaped and dressed so as to form a busy
thoroughfare as well as an enticing focal point at the western end of
Liberty Wharf, to counter balance Liberation Square at the other.

Liberty Retail
The final piece of the jigsaw which is currently shrouded in scaffolding is
the retail scheme, the vast majority of which will be a high-quality
conversion of the historic buildings and which will form a covered retail
mall benefiting from a range of trendy bars, cafés and restaurants in
addition to the climate beating shopping offer. It is too early to divulge
detail at this time and therefore the retail area will be the subject of a
further report in due course. The developer is very keen and is working
hard on securing a mix of national multiple retailers and local operators
for what will be a vibrant retail offering that will be complementary to
the existing retail prime pitch of King and Queen Street. From
boulevarding visitors and yachtsmen to time pressed office workers this
alternative shopping opportunity should prove to be a relevation.
The developer is to be congratulated for getting this project off the
ground and procuring a high quality built environment. “We would say
that, wouldn’t we” say the sceptical amongst you but we say let the
scheme stand up for scrutiny in its own right and we don’t believe many
of you out there will find fault with this impressive scheme.

Contact Simon Buckley, or Richard Lock at:
Buckley and Company
P.O. Box 254
43 Hilgrove Street
St Helier
Jersey JE4 8TT
Channel Islands

telephone:

(01534) 880880

fax:

(01534) 759374

website: www.buckleyandcompany.co.uk
email:
info@buckleyandcompany.co.uk

Commercial agency, leasehold and freehold acquisitions and disposals,
valuations, rent reviews, lease renewals, investments, property
management, development advice and residential land sales.
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